Background Elicitation is a technique that can be used to obtain probability distribution from experts about unknown quantities. We conducted a methodology review of reports where probability distributions had been elicited from experts to be used in model-based health technology assessments. Methods Databases including MEDLINE, EMBASE and the CRD database were searched from inception to April 2013. Reference lists were checked and citation mapping was also used. Studies describing their approach to the elicitation of probability distributions were included. Data was abstracted on pre-defined aspects of the elicitation technique. Reports were critically appraised on their consideration of the validity, reliability and feasibility of the elicitation exercise. Results Fourteen articles were included. Across these studies, the most marked features were heterogeneity in elicitation approach and failure to report key aspects of the elicitation method. The most frequently used approaches to elicitation were the histogram technique and the bisection method. Only three papers explicitly considered the validity, reliability and feasibility of the elicitation exercises. Conclusion Judged by the studies identified in the review, reports of expert elicitation are insufficient in detail and this impacts on the perceived usability of expert-elicited probability distributions. In this context, the wider credibility of elicitation will only be improved by better reporting and greater standardisation of approach. Until then, the advantage of eliciting probability distributions from experts may be lost.
• The elicitation of probability distributions from experts to enhance the modelling process is an integral part of health technology assessment • The majority of reports presenting expert elicitation of probability distribution were incomplete, making critical appraisal of these exercises difficult • By disseminating reports of such exercises conducted in health technology assessment, research is encouraged towards building a framework for conducting and evaluating the elicitation of probability distributions
Background
Model-based economic evaluations carried out as part of health technology assessments (HTA) rely on the synthesis of various types of scientific evidence and economic data to inform policy decisions on the optimal use of healthcare resources. When research data needed for cost-effectiveness decision analytic models are lacking, the opinion of clinical experts is a widely accepted source of evidence, routinely used despite expert opinion being regarded as the least reliable form of scientific evidence [1] . The process of formally capturing expert opinion for use in decision-analytic models in healthcare has been addressed in a number of papers [2, 3] , but very little of the literature is concerned with the elicitation of probability distributions from experts on unknown quantities. Recent developments in health research [4] acknowledge the usefulness of eliciting expert opinion in a probabilistic form, especially since probabilistic sensitivity analysis is increasingly becoming the norm in HTA [5] , and also because value of information analyses can be conducted to direct further research [6] . However, good practice guidelines for decision-analytic modelling in HTA only recommend that the selection of experts and methods used are documented in a transparent manner [7] and do not provide guidance for eliciting probability distributions in particular. It may not be surprising that exercises eliciting probability distributions from experts are either not used or not reported in economic evaluations of health technologies.
Arguably, eliciting subjective probability distributions from experts is more complex than asking for point estimates; it requires a degree of familiarity with statistics from the expert and usually a formal framework for the elicitation sessions. Many factors influence the elicitation process and researchers have to make methodological choices through all of the elicitation steps in order to achieve a reasonable balance between the accuracy of the elicitation, the resources allocated to the exercise and generally keeping within the time constraints of the HTA project (see Table 1 for examples).
Selection of experts is a key step in a successful elicitation. Ideally, elicitation should be conducted with a number of experts that have the most expertise while not sharing the same perspective [8] . Availability and willingness to participate, as well as potential conflicts of interest also need to be taken into account [4] . There is little literature on the number of experts to elicit from, but research in other fields [9] suggests that between six and twelve experts should be included in most elicitation exercises.
For the elicitation strategy, consideration needs to be given to whether the experts will be asked individually or as a group. Each has advantages and disadvantages and choices need to be made on a case-by-case basis [4] .
Elicitation of probability distributions may prove difficult even for highly numeric health professionals, especially when eliciting unknown quantities [10] . To familiarise experts with the task and minimise the impact of heuristics, a preparation step is usually included in the elicitation exercise. Regardless of the elicitation method, usually only a small number of values are elicited from the expert, and an assumption is made about fitting a parametric distribution to these values. The question then is whether to elicit the values that represent the location and spread of these distributions directly or indirectly [11] . O'Hagan et al. [4] provide a detailed overview of various elicitation methods, but only a few have been used by analysts in HTA [12] .
One of the most common methods is the histogram technique [13] . This is a fixed interval method that allows quantities of interest to be elicited graphically. It is a discrete form of the probability density function (PDF) [4] , where the expert is presented with a frequency chart on which he or she is asked to place a number of crosses (alternatively called chips or tokens). Placing all the crosses in one column would represent complete certainty, while placing all the crosses on the bottom row would The risk of motivational bias Sometimes, the experts with the best exposure to the relevant topic may want to influence the outcome of the elicitation, irrelevant of their true belief [37] Method selection The elicitation method There is no agreement on which specific elicitation method is most adequate for eliciting expert opinion in a probabilistic form [10] Group or individual approach The combination of opinions from individual experts can be done through behavioural methods (e.g., consensus panels) or mathematical methods (e.g., linear opinion pooling) [16] Face-to-face facilitated vs. selfadministered elicitation
A face-to-face facilitated session requires a trained analyst to guide the experts through the questions, a process that is resource intensive (considering also time and travel-related expenses), while a self-administered questionnaire is easier to send out, but requires careful preparation of the questionnaire, and response rates are typically low [4] Calibration vs. equal weighting for mathematical synthesis Through calibration, the opinion of more knowledgeable experts can be better represented, but it is difficult to identify relevant weighting criteria (which experts are better informed than others) [ 
23] Questioning strategy Framing bias
The way questions are formulated may influence the estimates [38] represent complete uncertainty about the true value ( Fig. 1) . The histogram technique has been used in several different forms, including the Trial Roulette [14] , where the expert is presented with diagrams representing betting streets, similar to those used on a gaming table.
Another popular method to capture expert opinion based on the PDF is a hybrid method (also known as 'six complementary intervals' [15] ). First the lowest (L), highest (H) and most likely value (M) of the probability of a Bernoulli trial are elicited. Intervals are automatically built using a formula to divide the distance between each extreme (L and H) and M into three equal parts. Experts are then asked to enter the probability that their estimated value lies within each interval.
Another common method is the bisection method [10] . This is a variable interval method based on the cumulative distribution function, which entails a sequence of questions to elicit the median and the lower and upper quartiles; the main characteristic of this technique is that it requires only judgements of equal odds from the expert (e.g., the median would be a point such that the value of interest is equally likely to be less than or greater than it).
When elicited probabilities are obtained from multiple experts, they can be aggregated, either through behavioural or mathematical methods. There is debate on which aggregation method is the most appropriate, with evidence favouring both [4, 16] . In mathematical aggregation, another issue is the calibration of individual opinions (where opinions of experts assessed as 'better' receive more weight in the combined distribution). In practice, experts could be equally weighted (so no expert is considered 'better' than any other expert) [16] , or certain criteria could be used to give different weights to the experts; for example, it is possible to validate an expert's opinion against existing data in seed questions (questions for which the answer is known). However, the ability to accurately recall available data is not an accurate predictor of judgement about unknown data [4] .
There are currently no published guidelines on good practice elicitation of probability distributions in HTA, nor are there any agreed properties on which to measure elicitation methods. A number of studies [17] [18] [19] have, however, tried to define frameworks that would potentially allow the quantification of elicitation methods, by applying the criteria of measurement science [20] . The properties considered for elicitation are validity, reliability, responsiveness and feasibility [18] . With the exception of validity, there has been little discussion of these properties within expert elicitation. In terms of validity, the assessor must be aware that what can be obtained from the expert is not the truth, but the expert's belief about the truth; consequently, a successful elicitation is one that faithfully records the expert's belief [4] . A good measure of face validity of elicited probabilities is obtained when experts are presented with a graphical representation of their expressed belief and are given the opportunity to adjust their response. Validation of the elicited probabilities can be performed by eliciting the same estimate from more than one expert [21] , or by comparing them with available empirical data. Validation of an expert's estimates against empirical data is usually not possible for the quantities of interest, but sometimes the expert is asked seed questions [22] in order to have a measure of the reliability of their estimates.
Achieving a good balance among these factors is usually a challenge, with many practical limitations, and so the reporting of such considerations is important when evaluating the elicitation process.
The objective of this study was to systematically summarise the methods used to elicit probability distributions from experts undertaken to inform model-based economic evaluations in healthcare.
Methods

Search Strategy
Identifying studies that reported the formal use of expert opinion to inform decision models was challenging, as pilot searches indicated that not all modelling exercises report in their abstracts whether expert opinion was captured and used as part of the research, much less if probability distributions were elicited.
The search strategy was constructed from a selection of keywords collected from relevant papers uncovered by the pilot search. Keywords were grouped into three categories defining the type of studies (economic evaluations, HTAs), type of input (expert opinion/knowledge/judgement, expert panel, advisory group) and outcome (subjective probabilities, Bayesian priors) (see Electronic Supplementary Material for detailed search strategy). Mapping of keywords to subject headings was not possible, as no topics or Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms were identified for expert elicitation, and use of generic headings like 'expert testimony' did not result in any relevant results.
The following databases were searched: EMBASE (1974 to April 2013), MEDLINE (In-Process & Other NonIndexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to April 2013), Web of Science, CINAHL, the CRD database (including the NHSEED, HTA and DARE databases).
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
After removal of duplicate articles across databases, the titles and abstracts were screened by two reviewers (BG and JP). Articles describing a decision analytic model as part of an HTA, which used expert opinion, were included for full text screening. Any disagreements between the two reviewers were resolved by discussion.
The remaining articles were screened in full text and those that contained only elicited point estimates (not probability distributions) or did not describe the elicitation methods were excluded.
The references of included articles and papers quoting these articles were searched for other potentially eligible studies, through the Quotation Map tool from Web of Science. Where several papers described aspects of the same modelling process, only the reference containing the most complete account of the elicitation was included.
Data Extraction
Using a data extraction tool constructed specifically for this task, based on the elicitation methods literature [4, 9, 23] , the details shown in Table 2 were extracted.
Critical Appraisal
We have sought to determine whether included articles considered any of the following properties in the reporting of the elicitation exercise.
-Validity: face validity, whether the experts were asked if the elicited probability distributions reflected their beliefs, or criterion validity, where the elicited distributions are validated against available data [20] . -Reliability: reproducibility of the reported exercise.
Whether there is sufficient description of the method and bias management strategies; in particular, the preparation and possible calibration of the experts. -Feasibility: reporting and discussion of the complexity of the task and the logistics related to the elicitation exercise, any choices and trade-offs made in building the elicitation exercise, and how these may have been reflected in response rates and proportion of valid responses; dealing with invalid responses or failed exercises is also important from a feasibility point of view.
Results
Fourteen articles describing elicitation exercises for use in a HTA context were included (Fig. 2 ). Of these, ten were identified from the database search and four from screening references and citations of included studies. See Table 3 for details on the included papers.
Summary Statistics
Of the 14 included studies, two were from the grey literature [24, 25] , as they were publicly available and met the inclusion criteria. Four of the 12 were exclusively dedicated to the description of the elicitation exercise, independent of the modelling process [12, 21, 26, 27] , and one [28] was a methodological paper which also reported an elicitation study. The rest of the studies reported the elicitation exercise with less detail, but explicitly indicated elicitation of probability distributions for a number of model parameters.
Preparation of the Elicitation
All studies report using health professionals as experts, but three studies do not report the number of experts involved. The median number of experts included in the other ten studies is 5 (mean 9.2, ranging from 3 to 23 experts per study). Details of the strategy used to select experts were reported in seven studies; in six of these [12, 14, 21, 26, 27, 29] substantive expertise is an explicit criterion for expert selection. Two studies [12, 26] report specifically selecting experts with different experiences, while in Stevenson et al. [30] , the experts were part of the study team. One study [28] specifically targets geographically dispersed experts, in an effort to explore the widespread collection of quality data. No further aspects of expert selection are reported in the studies. The elicitation method used is arguably the most important characteristic of the exercise, and all reports contain some information on this. Four studies [12, 25, 26, 29] report constructing pilot exercises to assess various methods to conduct and combine elicitations. Ease of use was an important factor in choosing the appropriate method, as it predicted higher compliance by the experts, especially when a facilitator was not available [25, 26, 28] .
Eleven of the 14 studies report providing training in probability elicitation for the participating experts prior to undertaking the elicitation session. In seven studies [14, 21, [26] [27] [28] [29] , experts were given written instructions for completing the questionnaires and in five of these, background information on the modelling exercise was given. Four studies reported the presence of a facilitator during the elicitation [12, 21, 31, 32] , and in one study [12] , experts attended a 2-hour preparatory training session. Details on the training of experts could not be obtained from the remaining studies. Thirteen studies report conducting the elicitation with experts individually, with only one study [31] using a group consensus method to elicit the probability distributions. See Table 3 for further details.
All included studies used elicitation to inform effectiveness (for treatments), performance (for diagnostic tests) or disease progression parameters, with only one study eliciting resource use [21] . The elicited parameters were in the form of a proportion in six studies, a rate in three studies, time to event in three, and relative risk in two studies.
In three studies, experts were asked directly for their estimates of:
• the mean and the lower and upper 95 % confidence limits [33] ; • the mode (described as 'the most likely value') and the lower and upper 95 % confidence limits [25] ; • various unspecified quantiles [31] .
Four studies [12, 14, 27, 29] used the histogram technique and three studies [21, 28, 30] used the bisection method. Leal et al. [26] report the use of a method based on the 'six complementary intervals' method (the hybrid method), but using instead only four intervals. Meads et al. [32] used the allocation of points technique (similar to the histogram technique in that the experts allocate a total of 100 points to a number of fixed, predefined value ranges). One study [34] does not explicitly report the elicitation method used, but does provide values for the median, 10th and 90th percentiles, while another study [24] gives no indication of the elicitation method used.
Five clinicians participated in a consensus-reaching exercise in Girling et al. [31] . The elicitation entailed the discussion of a small number of quantiles for each parameter. It is not clear from the paper which quantiles were elicited, and although the description fits with the bisection method of elicitation, the actual method used was not reported. Garthwaite et al. [21] also elicited quantities with several covariates using specially developed software. Beside the facilitated sessions, which favoured interaction with the facilitator [12, 32] , other studies report how experts were given the opportunity to adjust their elicitations: either a summary of their answers at the end of the session [12, [26] [27] [28] or by seeing the smoothed aggregated distribution of all the experts [34] .
In 11 studies, a smooth function was fitted to the individual elicited distributions, and for five studies [12, 14, 26, 29, 32 ] the smooth function was fitted to the aggregated estimates. In the group elicitation study [31] , a computergenerated density function was presented in real time to the clinicians; this was amended as necessary until the whole group was satisfied with the shape.
Analysts fitted beta [12, 14, 25, 28, 29, 33, 34] , normal [12, 30, 32, 34] or Weibull [24] distributions to the elicited estimates. Best fit was determined mathematically by the method of moments [12] or the least squares approach [28, 30] . Leal et al. [26] evaluated goodness of fit by drawing the aggregate histogram and PDF curve together. To check the adequacy of the fitted distribution, Stevenson et al. [30] discussed additional quantiles like the 10th and the 90th percentiles. In the case of disagreement, the expert would either modify his or her initial judgements or an alternative parametric distribution would be considered as appropriate. One study reports fitting a normal distribution to multivariate parameters [21] . Although it appears that all elicitation exercises included a fitting of a smooth function, no details are provided in the remaining studies. The issue of uncertainty introduced by smooth function fitting was commented on by only one study [12] .
Seven papers include sample questions from the elicitation questionnaire [8, 12, 14, 21, 26, 28, 29] , in order to give a clearer image of the elicitation. Sperber et al. [28] also provide the complete elicitation tool used as supplementary, web-only material.
Post-Elicitation
Mathematical aggregation of the elicited distributions across experts was reported in nine studies. Aggregation of data was conducted by either linearly pooling individual opinions [12, [25] [26] [27] 29] , using a random effects model [27, 33] or by sampling distributions of each expert and then combining the individual samples [30] . Some studies report using different weights for individual distributions. Calibration of individual experts was done through seeding questions (questions whose answers are known to the investigator, but not to the expert) [27] or a synthetic score based on individual characteristics of the expert (i.e., years of experience) [25] . Bojke et al. [27] compared the results of aggregation using linear pooling and a random effects model, with and without calibration. They found that results were sensitive to aggregation method used and whether calibration was used or not [27] . Soares et al. [12] evaluated the use of calibration in their pilot exercise and reported differences between the combined estimates with and without calibration. However, they discarded calibration for the case study because of difficulties in choosing the most appropriate criteria for weighting the individual elicitations. Sperber et al. [28] also explored several aggregation methods and concluded that unweighted opinion pooling was the optimal method.
In Garthwaite et al. [21] , responses for the same question from different experts were empirically compared as a measure of validity and only the estimates of a single expert were used for each parameter. As part of their feasibility assessment, non-facilitated elicitation exercises translated into a mean response rate of 40.63 %, while in elicitation conducted through facilitated sessions, the issue of response rate is not discussed.
Several studies report experts failing to complete the exercise. The main reason for this was the inability to use the software delivering the questions [26, 27] . Other reasons why responses could not be used were invalid answers [12] , outlying estimates [25] or the questions being altered Elicitation task: it is reported that ''the elicitation procedure was that described in Garthwaite et al.'' [10] , but method used is unclear, as the referenced paper describes several elicitation methods
Expert selection: five clinical experts Group elicitation
Haakma [25] Experts were given a visual representation of their estimates and the opportunity to adjust their responses Training: experts were given background information and explanation of the elicitation purpose and process Elicitation task: method described Calibration: based on the experts' background experience (years of experience, number of cases seen per week)
Alternative elicitation methods were assessed in a pilot study with three experts, and method chosen on basis of ease of use One expert was excluded from the study as responses were considered as an outlier
Experts selection: described
Response rate: 17/18 (one expert's estimates were not used)
Leal et al. [26] Feedback was requested from the experts on the distributions fitted to their summaries Experts could also provide feedback on the format and content of the task Experts selection: chosen to represent the population of patients Training: experts given background information and instructions to complete the questionnaire, but it is unclear if example questions were used Elicitation task: method described Impact of covariates limited by using Bernoulli trials (only two possible outcomes for each question) by the expert so they could give answers based on data available to them [21] . One paper [28] reports inconsistencies between the expert's stated uncertainty and the provided values, by stating that it wasn't their area of expertise, yet stating 100 % certainty of the value lying between 0 and 0.1.
Critical Appraisal
In 12 of the included articles, the reports suggest that aspects of validity, reliability and feasibility of the elicitation exercise were considered (see Table 4 ). However, with very few exceptions [12, 21, 28] , based on the study reports, these properties were not explored explicitly. Nine studies (64 %) mentioned steps to assess the validity of the elicited distributions, usually by asking the expert to reflect on the elicited distributions; ten studies (71 %) consider aspects of reliability of the elicitation exercise (such as providing sufficient description of the method, containing details on elicitation training or pooling distributions elicited from several experts) and eight studies (57 %) report aspects related to the feasibility of the elicitation exercise.
Overall, reporting on the aspects of validity, reliability and feasibility of the elicitation exercises was insufficient across these 14 papers.
Discussion
This review uncovered a relatively small number of studies reporting the use of elicitation of probability distributions in HTA, yet these studies were heterogeneous in their reporting of the conduct of the elicitation exercises.
The dominant observed approach to elicitation was getting individual estimates from several experts and combining them mathematically, without calibration. The most frequently used elicitation methods were the histogram technique and the bisection method, with a number of variations. The preferred aggregation methods were linear pooling and random effects meta-analysis. Calibration was considered in some studies but not used, as choosing the Use of strategies for controlling bias was reported across the studies, but varied greatly. Some studies report using empirical measurements for selecting the elicitation method, like piloting of different methods and asking experts for their preferences for one method or the other. Most of the elicited parameters were related to the effectiveness of intervention.
There were a number of reporting limitations in the included studies. Some studies omit reporting relevant data such as the expert selection strategy, the elicitation or aggregation methods. These omissions may be due to limited word counts or because these aspects were not considered relevant. This may negatively affect the perceived quality of the elicitation, even if all reasonable steps were taken to ensure an adequate procedure. Furthermore, there are inconsistencies in terminology, as five different studies report using a very similar method (the histogram technique), but name it in three different ways. This lack of standardised language makes it difficult to categorise and index the articles on the elicitation method used.
The use of expert elicitation of probability distributions is a way to enhance the quality of expert opinion in HTA and is useful in exploring the overall uncertainty that the decision makers are confronted with, as well as in directing further research. However, the perceived complexity of expert elicitation may limit its use. Trade-offs are inherent to the elicitation process, as assessors need to balance limited resources and deadlines with achieving optimal response from the experts [35] . In the included studies, most choices were made with investigators reportedly being aware of potential trade-offs. For instance, there was a significant difference between the rate (and quality) of responses between facilitated and non-facilitated elicitation exercises, with the latter having a low response rate. This was attributed on several occasions to the technical burden on the experts to provide probability distributions in the absence of sufficient statistical knowledge. Some studies indicated that having a facilitator present was not possible because of time constraints and, in at least two studies, investigators anticipated this trade-off and recruited more experts.
Our review is limited by elicitation of probability distributions not being indexed as a subject heading term in the usual search engines and such terms not being present in the abstract or keywords of relevant articles. We tried to deal with this shortcoming by adopting a search strategy that included specific terms such as opinion/knowledge/ judgement and subjective probabilities. Although it is possible that this search missed relevant studies if these terms were not used, screening the references of the included papers identified further relevant studies. However, it is still possible that relevant papers were not identified in our search strategy.
No dedicated framework for the critical appraisal of elicitation exercises exists. However, we determined whether authors had considered aspects of validity, reliability and feasibility of the elicitation. The reports suggest that these aspects were considered to a certain extent in the majority of the studies, but not explicitly so. More research is needed to define measurement criteria for the elicitation methods used in HTA. Until these become available, elicitation exercises should be approached alongside strategies that consider the validity and reliability, and should be reported with consideration of methodological tradeoffs and the expected impact on the elicitation outcomes. We consider that more complete reporting of the elicitation exercises in the future would help determine whether these aspects had been considered.
Although a checklist for reporting items could be useful to this end, further work is needed in the development of such guidelines [36] . However, it is our opinion that, as a minimum, elements defining the validity and reliability of the elicitation exercise (method description, selection and preparation of experts, calibration and synthesis of individual distributions) should always be reported explicitly in relation to an elicitation exercise. Aspects outside of the analysts' control (like availability of experts) are also important and should be reported transparently as part of the feasibility assessment. Where the description of elicitation is limited by word count, these reports could be provided as web-only appendices.
Conclusions
This review summarises the reported current use of expert elicitation of probability distributions in HTAs. Elicitation is a complex process and, as our review shows, it can be difficult to conduct and report. This affects the perceived quality of the exercise and understates the added value of expert opinion obtained as probability distributions.
Based on the findings of this study, we recommend that reporting of elicitation exercises informing HTAs should be more complete, with any consideration of validity, reliability or feasibility explicitly presented. Further efforts should be made towards agreement of definition and content of these measurement properties, in order to improve standardisation of approach. This will facilitate the critical appraisal of reported expert elicitations, greatly enhancing their credibility as genuine tools for HTA, as will the development of reporting guidelines for the elicitation or probability distributions.
